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To
Jaroslav Cerny

The present study has been inspired by Sir Alan Gardiner’s 
reflexions on Egyptian lexicography as expressed in the pre
face to his Ancient Egyptian Onomastica. It deals with a small 

group of materials belonging to the Egyptian materia technica, 
bul also used for therapeutic purposes, and the range of the 
investigations has deliberately been limited to a restricted number 
of substances, because it was intended as an illustration of a 
method of approach as well as a study in lexicography.

The vocabulary expressing the different substances and 
materials used for practical purposes has always presented spe
cial difficulties in Egyptian lexicography, because the proper 
translation and understanding of the individual terms presup
posed a technical knowledge, and a knowledge in such widely 
different and in themselves unlimited fields as medicine and its 
history, botany, zoology, and chemistry, which was rarely com
bined with the necessary philological training.

Nevertheless a considerable amount of highly important and 
most useful work has been made by a number of scholars from 
Schweinfurth to Ebbell, but unfortunately many of their re
sults have had some difficulties in getting proper acknowledge
ment.

Owing to the undeniable fact that not all results were equally 
well founded they were received by e. g. the Wörterbuch with 
certain amount of scepticism and suspicion, and apparently in 
order not to authorise translations which the editors considered 
doubtful and uncertain they assumed the practical standpoint of 
confining their information concerning the majority of the vo
cables belonging to this group, to such general statements as 
whether the individual substances were “officinell verwendet”,

1* 
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were found in the materia medica, or belonged to the animal 
vegetable or mineral kingdom.

But this attitude from what is rightly considered the official 
authority on Egyptian lexicography led to a general reluctance 
to translate the terms in question in the current publications.

It became customary either not to translate them at all, or to 
give them approximate or purely conventional translations, a 
procedure which did not always further the proper understand
ing of the texts.

It is obvious that this was hardly a satisfactory or tenable 
state of allairs, but the fact remained that only very rarely was it 
possible to give an obvious and convincing translation of any 
term based on consideration of the philological evidence alone.

Owing to the widespread use of the different materials and 
the natural vagueness in the Egyptian conception of their nature 
and properties, it was generally extremely difficult to draw 
satisfactory conclusions from the textual evidence.

The substances were mostly common and their designations 
were probably well-known to any professional Egyptian and 
consequently did not call for special commentaries or comments 
in the ordinary texts.

The main difficulty at a modern reconstruction of the voca
bulary therefore was that a certain knowledge about what ma
terials to look for in the texts, and a certain insight into their 
main characteristics, their properties, and their principal em
ployments were almost indispensable if the meagre information 
of the texts should be turned into conclusive evidence.

As far as the technical material is concerned we were in the 
fortunate position that a considerable amount of knowledge about 
the actual materials used for practical purposes by the Egyptian 
artist or craftsman could be gained directly from archaeological 
evidence.

This material has been collected and made accessible to lay 
readers in a most admirable way by Lucas in his Ancient 
Egyptian Materials, which gives an almost complete list of such 
substances as have been scientifically or chemically established 
in Archaeology, and it provides invaluable information about the 
basic materials actually used in Egypt for practical purposes 
throughout the greater parts of its traceable history.
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rFhc material obtained from Lucas can often be illustrated 
and in certain cases even supplied from Campbell Thompson’s 
accounts of the Assyrian evidence, and much useful information 
concerning the ancient conceptions of the nature of the different 
materials as well as their supposed or actual qualities can be 
gained from a variety of classical authors, mainly Theophras
tus and Pliny.

We are less fortunate as far as the materia medica is con
cerned, but a good many substances used for technical purposes 
were also used directly in medicine.

Medicine was throughout Antiquity a most international 
science and a good deal of useful information can therefore be 
gained from the classical corpus medicum, where e. g. an au- 
thoritv as Celsus gives a considerable amount of information 
about the properties of the various substances. The material must 
be collected critically, though, after a careful sifting away of the 
later, not Egyptian, substances.

As far as an insight into the specific Egyptian material is 
concerned, Dioscurides’ materia medica is of invaluable impor
tance, because it provides information about the Egyptian pro
venience of a great many ingredients, and even supplies what is 
supposed to be their Egyptian names in several cases. And al
though they are generally unrecognisable in their Greek form, 
these names are nevertheless most important as clues to the 
substance of the Egyptian materia medica as such.

From these and related sources we are able to collect a sub
stantial amount of useful information which permits us to ap
proach the texts with much greater chances of success, and a 
fortuitous hint or an obscure adjective may very often become 
significant and important when illustrated by this practical 
evidence.

As a whole it may be said to provide some sort of a historical 
basis for the investigations, and the dangers of mistakes and 
guesses are to a certain extent limited by the very limitation of 
the possibilities.

It will be realised, however, that it is most important that the 
material illustrating the use and the occurrence of the various 
terms should be collected on the broadest basis possible, and 
not limited to any particular text-group.
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Even the present study will show that such sources as e. g. 
the Book of the Dead with its rubrics, magical and ritual texts 
with information concerning the application of different ingre
dients, and the late “hermetic” texts from Edfu and Dendera 
are invaluable for our purpose when considered together with 
the practical and professional sources.

It may even be put down as a general ride that the more ‘out 
of place’ a certain word is in a certain text group, the greater 
are the chances that it may be provided with a useful explanatory 
remark.

For the final consideration of the material it seems a useful 
and profitable procedure to divide it up into small groups of 
related substances. All information gained about one substance 
is then liable to throw light on the group as a whole, and the 
identification of one material will often facilitate the identification 
of the others, by a simple process of elimination, a practical 
advantage inversely proportional to the size of the group.

It is the aim of the present study to illustrate the practical 
difficulties, and maybe also some of the results obtainable by 
applying this method to a small group of closely related materials, 
the translations of which have been subject to much uncertainty 
and some confusion.

J, Malachite, Verdigris.

Î. The word is used with varying determinatives to express 

different notions all associated with its original meaning “green, 
fresh”.

A.s a colour.
(a) green. In the orthography [) q and its variants, the word 
is frequently used as an ordinary colour adjective with the com
mon and well established meaning “green”, corresponding to 
Coptic ccycoT (yXcopos), “be raw, fresh, green” (Crum, 403 a).

(b) blue. In some cases, however, it is apparently used for 
certain blue-green nuances, which we should consider blue, e. g. 
Pap. med. Berl. Vs. I. 9, where it is used for the colour of the 
veins as seen through the skin:
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a sic 1 ö
“You shall anoint her breast, arms and shoulders with oil” . . . .

9
i i I 

/WWW
/WWW

ra  e /WWW

“If you find her veins light blue and not sunk in’’

/WWW
A/W/WA
/WWW sic h 

n

“If you find them sunk into the skin of her limbs’’ 

blue.’’

“If you find them dark

On this background it is 
should be translated “green”

questionable whether the word 
or “blue” in such cases as e. g.

(c) grey, yellow. In such cases as Kahun VI. 23, where we find 
it used about the sickly colour of the face of a female patient 

“If you find her face

is obviously used about the pale, grey or yellowish 
shades of green, a use which is important for the understanding 
of other contexts.

In the well-known ceremony called the word
is used sometimes to denote the colour of one of the calves, and 
the question arises what colour is actually meant, as it is obvious 
that it cannot be green in the ordinary sense of the word.

The other colours of these representations do not present 
any difficulties, j, z—!, and being clear and unambiguous 

about white, black and red animals, respectively. The fourth 

colour given is generally ,x which is unquestionably used about
piebald, chequered animals, which is clear from such cases as 

1 The colour Lj ° 
separately elsewhere.

, which interchanges with dsr and km will be considered
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Deir el Bahri V pl. CXXXIV, ib, VI, pl. CLXI,1 and Rosellini, 

Monuinenti storici I. XLI. 3, where actually represents the 
ordinary white and grey variety spotted with black.

1 See the notes to the plates.

It is a puzzling fact that f always in these cases replaces ^2, 

because this does not seem to go with the explanation found on 
the Ramesseum astracon published by Gardiner in his ono-
mastica (On. Rain. B 1. vol. I, 22). We arc here told that a bull 

of the colour is a red one u , <—>  <2. W3d, that
is a red bull).

Il is obvious, however, that in the contexts quoted above from 
the ceremony with the four calves, J cannot mean just red, be

cause the ordinary word for red occurs next to it, as the colour 
of one of the other animals, which all in accordance with the 
ritual must be of different colours 

animals are said to be ‘of all 

(cf. Edfou I, 102, where the

the
proposition in is left out).

It would seem, therefore, that the word must be used for a 
‘nuance of red’, and the only shade of green which could be 
brought into connection with red is obviously yellow, which 
corresponds to the use of the word in the Kahun text quoted 
above.

It is in this respect significant that we do find pictures of 
yellow calves and also chequered animals with yellow spots.3 
It must also be mentioned that Daressy twice4 states that the

STED,

which

The cases are Fdfu I 101.

in the accompanying text is changed to

Pap. Smith p. 195, unfortunately without further reference)

Î 0,1, ■vw • Dendera (quoted by Brea- 

I .J, 
o

° O • Begerauieh
© ’

(Lepsius’ Denk. Bd. 9 Abth. 5 Blatt 36)
3 From the publications I do not know about other colour varieties of calves 

and cows than white, brown (red), black, white and black chequered, white and 
brown chequered (Leps. Denk. Ill Abth. II Bl. 16) (The tomb of Iluy pl. XXXIII), 
blackish or bluish red, “wine-coloured” (Davies, The tomb of Amenemhet pl. 
XXXII) (cf. also the tomb of Huy pl. XXVII), brown and yellow chequered, and 
yellow (L. D. Ill, Abth. II Bl. 21).

4 A. S. A. 16. 230. Sphinx 18. 106.
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Egyptians used I] for ‘le rose et les teintes fauves’ and ‘les teintes 
tirant sur le rouge et le rose’, although unfortunately without 
documentation. He also points out, however, that the modern 
fellahs use to denote grey colours in animals (Sphinx 18 
106): ‘pour eux (les fellahs) un ane gris est vert (^g^l) ou bleu 
(3jjî) and it will be seen from any Arabic dictionary that 
is not only used about the actual green colour, bid also about 
the colour of water and the sky, and about grey animals, e. g. 
horses, all uses which in a remarkable way seem to illustrate 
the various uses of J.

We shall not, however, pursue any further this tricky colour 
investigation, which actually falls outside the scope of our in
vestigation, but it will be seen that although there is no doubt 
that the fundamental meaning of the word is green, it could also 
be used about the blue, grey and yellow shades of this colour, 
in accordance with the vague and wide-spread employment of 
all ancient colour-adjectives. It should be noticed, however, that 
the ordinary word for yellow, from the 12th Dynasty at any 
rate, was knj.

II. As (i mineral.

For reasons which will be apparent later, we shall treat the 
two orthographic variants J |—; and J ° as one word, in spite 

of the fact that Wörterbuch I 267 keeps them separate as two 
words with the respective meaning of I “grüner Stein’’ (ob grüner 
Feldspat, Smaragd o. ä.) and II “Ein mineralischer grüner 
Farbstoff”.

The Egyptians themselves did not distingusih between what 
we should call “stones” and “minerals”,1 and most certainly 
they had nothing which could be compared to our method of 
classification. It is therefore natural that external characteristics 
such as e. g. the colour became one of the main criteria for their 
classification of the different specimens.

1 The word —| would include both. Compare, however, the use of dr. w
for the ‘hard’ pigments p. 21.
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formeasured like hnmt

o o o

for

o w

oc-
o

minerals and metals.

curs in similar lists al 
“turquoise”.

o
^ °, of which the former is aZ—Ù o

it is registered as a raw material, i. e. 

scarabs, amulets, or beads, and it is

13. It is also mentioned, although rarely,

certain objects, e. g. Edfu I 101 M
/WWv\ «y* z~\ n n

in /www [——i > the ordinary measure

Wörterbuch (1267) mentions that it

as a material
=> V

----- D \\ o o o 1

Theoretically, therefore, J [—j could represent any green stone 

or any green mineral, and we shall see that unquestionably it 
does signify various green substances; but on the other hand we 
shall try to demonstrate that among the green substances of the 
Egyptian materia medica and technica, one was common enough 
and predominant enough to be the green substance par excellence, 
and therefore the substance generally and almost always to be 
understood by i □ •

To demonstrate this we shall consider separately the various 
occurrences of the word in the texts, where it is often found as 
J J “w?d from Upper Egypt”, I] 11 | c/ “w?d from Lower 

Egypt”, or J (—-) y/Jj or a locality which the Wörter

buch (1267) identifies with Gebel Zebara on the Red Sea, cf. 
also L°oJ^DC? A. S. A. 223.

A. The word is found in the ordinary lists of precious or 
semiprecious stones, which, as already mentioned, also include 
certain minerals, and it is mentioned e. g. in Hakkis I 64 b 13 

between m and fl

stone not yet identified with certainty and the latter maybe 
amethyst.

O a. o
Like /ww\a PiK in

not in the form of

LJ
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C. It occurs as an ingredient in a green paint in the Book of
the Dead (Nu, Chap. 138. 15

1
(NB. not 148 as Belegstellen has it))

sic
o

I

I). It occurs as the main raw material and ingredient in the 
well-known green eve-paint of the Egyptians, the name of which 
is in itself identical with the raw material. This makes it diffi
cult and often impossible to decide with certainty whether the
raw material, i.e. the actual mineral, or the ointment itself is to 

Ï °
be understood in the texts. Certain examples where o o 0 un
doubtedly refers to

as e. g. Edfu II, 84

the actual prepared ointment do occur,

Rec. V. 85 IT. § 101), but in the medical texts and in the 
offering list it is probably always to be understood as the raw 
material, and very rarely as the prepared eye-paint.

This would be apparent from the simple fact that we are 
almost always explicitly told that the stuff must be ground or 
rasped before being used, which would be meaningless if we 
were dealing with an ointment; which is also excluded in those 
cases where the ingredient must be eaten, drunk, or merely put 
into water.

That we are in fact dealing with the raw material in these cases 
is also supported by the fact that the toilet boxes examined by 
Lohet and Florence2 proved to contain the raw material, and 
not the prepared cosmetic; — and the fact that a palette for 
grinding the raw material apparently was an indispensable ob
ject on any Egyptian toilet table would also indicate that the 
eye-paint was prepared directly before being applied, probably 
simply because the resins and the fats with which the raw
material was mixed in order to make it an applicable paste, 
would not keep very long before going stale.

1 The other reference given by Wtb. (Book of the Dead cap. 149 Wohnung 
12), is, as far as I can see, inconclusive for the present meaning of the word, as 
it merely states that some of the dwellings (chwt) are supposed to be green, while 
others (No. 19, 10, and 14) are yellow.

2 Florence et Loret, Le collyre noire et vert, J. de Morgan, Dahchour, p. 159.
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As a general rule, therefore, it must be realized that whenever 
Ï °

the word 0 o occurs in the texts it should be understood as a 
stone or a mineral of green colour,1 the consistency of which 
permits it to be ground.

London med.

Hearst 15.17 (nd) to coo

Ebers 63.7-8 (nd),
aaaaaa g

Eb. 57.14,

Ebers 56.2. Against

ib. 18.4. To dispel
MWA

O

.16

It occurs fairly often in the medical texts, as an ingredient 
in various prescriptions:

’ MWA Ö

AWAA AAWA

AAAAAA

MMM

Ebers 89.5 (nd),
X------- -X AAAAAA. 'VJ I-----yv—

Eb. 60.9 (nd),

I AAWA

to dispel f I , , AAAAAA

Against a purulent burn

Ö

1 Its green colour is especially mentioned in the incantation Ebers 60. 17, 
which begins : j\ îs in -8 j\ Y . . “The whj is coining, the green one is 

coming.”
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Ebers 89.1 (nd), | ~ Ei |Ebersl2.21
O

□ s i i i o i r—iù
Ebers 4.18 (nd). To prevent a hair to grow into the eye; Ebers

63.18 (nd).
Ebers 60.22.

F. It occurs in the following connections:

(1) _2_ ~ sill Smith 14.5. 16.10. “to dry up

wounds’’. Hearst 12.1 ö O W/A' ï (a O “to cool’’
—h— i i o i i i cù V ill

(skbb). Ebers 78.3-6, I do not know what ssj.t is. Bkeasted’s 
translation “powder of green pigment’’ is hardly possible, be
cause also here we are explicitly told that the ingredient must be 
ground.

(2) ?o------ ÎO Ebers 91 6-7 P ç “to

Ebers 79.3,

Ebers

O
i i

-o>-
I also Ebers 59.16.

In Ebers 17.3 is mentioned
X
I I

HH “four

nkw.t of w?d”.

To ascertain the actual meaning of the word w?d in these 
different cases, and to see whether a common translation covering 
all of them could be found, we shall in the following make a 
survey of the natural consistency of the matters involved, and 
compare the materials thus obtained with the information from 
the literary sources.
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re II I). The true consistency of the Egyptian green eye-paint 
in its final and prepared form is still obscured by the fact already 
mentioned that relatively few specimens of the prepared cosmetic 
have survived, and that the nature of the different fats and resins 
with which it was prepared has been difficult to establish che
mically, owing to their natural decomposition (Lucas, Materials3 
p. 100).

1 The specimen examined by Loret and Florence (op. cit.) was chryso
colla, another natural ore of copper (Lucas op. cit. 242) frequently found together 
with malachite, and by the Egyptians probably not terminologically distinguished 
from it generally. (See, however, II F. 2). For the identification of the classical 
term chrysocolla and malachite, see Campbell-Thompson, Chemistry p. 95: 
“Malachite was the chrysocolla of Plinius.”

2 When measured in dbn, it was probably the crude mineral, and when 
measured in ‘rf probably the powder.

3 W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, 263.

About the nature of the raw material and main ingredient of 
the paste as such there is no possible doubt, however, this having 
in all cases been found to be the hydrated carbonate of copper 
known as malachite1 (Lucas, Materials, p. 99), which has been 
found abundantly in the graves: “As fragments of the raw material 
(see F. 5), as stains on palettes and stones on which it was ground, 
in the prepared state as paste, or more frequently as powder, 

° 
in crude form in small linen or leather bags \<, ( ( 
see Kahun 20.37 J o .<□>- Mereruka pl. 20b)2 3 already

from Tasian, Badarian and predynastic times’’ (Lucas, loc. cit.).
Considering the fact that apart from the necessary constituents 

such as fats and resins, the paste contained no other raw material 
of any importance, and that the name of the paste was identical 
with that of the raw material, there can be no possible doubt 
about the meaning of w?d in this occurrence, where it can only 
be understood as malachite, or naturally the corresponding 
material obtained from other sources as verdigris.

re II C. Similarly it is a well-established fact that the main 
natural ingredient in the ordinary green pigment of Ancient 
Egypt was powdered malachite (Lucas op. oil. 396). It was in 
fact the green most approved of by the Ancients,3 and malachite, 
verdigris and chrysocolla, have been chemically established as 
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ingredients of Egyptian paint by Lucas as well as by several 
others (Materials p. 396-97).

It seems, as a matter of fact, to have been the only natural 
material ever used for green paint or pigment, when this was 

not obtained artificially from green frit o o or hy

mixing blue frit with yellow ochre (Lucas, loc. cit.).
It is therefore clear that also in this instance, where w?d is 

used as a pigment and a constituent in ordinary green paint, it 
can only be understood as that which was its main and only 
natural raw material, malachite, or vedigris.

re II E. When comparing the therapeutic uses of the different 
substances of the Ancient materia medica, it must always be 
remembered that the different ingredients had a much wider 
range of employment than we should consider natural, owing 
to the fact that they were not only employed because of their 
specific effectiveness against specific ailments but just as much 
because of certain general “theoretical” qualities which they 
were supposed to possess, such as adstringencv, softening, cooling, 
warming, etc.1

1 For these qualities or ‘virtues’ of the medicaments see Gelsus, de medicina 
V 1—17.

2 Pliny speaks of chrysocolla, and Dioscurides V, 92 about copper rust, 
verdigris. The chapter has the heading irepi ioü crxcbÀr|KOÇ, but his therapeutic 
remarks are explicitly stated to cover all sorts of greens of copper. That this also 
includes malachite is clear from the preceding chapter where he speaks about the 
natural copper rust from the mines, which is certainly malachite, (See Berendes’ 
remarks in his translation of materia medica p. 512).

This gives each of the common drugs a very wide range of 
employment against a great variety of ailments, and it is there
fore dangerous and often impossible to try to identify a drug 
from its therapeutic use.

Nevertheless it must be permissible in the present case to 
point out certain characteristic conformities between the use of 
malachite and verdigris in Ancient medicine, and the use of J 

in Egyptian medical texts.
Pliny (33.28) as well as Dioscurides2 mentions the use of 

malachite as a remedy for various ailments of the eye, a use 
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which is so very characteristic of the employment of (j in Pap. 
Ebers. Pliny mentions it as an ingredient of collyres and Dio- 
scurides points out that it has the power to call forth tears (water) 
in the eyes, which is probably a reference to a similar use as the 
one mentioned in Ebers 60.4, where it is used to dispel the dis
appearance or drying up of the water in the eyes (‘h is used 
about the disappearance or evaporation of water f. inst. by 
boiling see Wtb. I 223).

Still more significant is Dioscurides’ remark that it is especially 
useful against boils and malignant growths of the gums, because 
this is exactly what it is used for Erers 89.5 (compare also 89.8).

Its use as a purgative is not mentioned by the Greek authors, 
bid Pliny mentions its use as an emetic (33.28).

In all these cases malachite is therefore the only natural 
translation of w?d and there is no reason to believe that it should 
not be translated similarly also in those cases where the context 
does not at present permit us to prove it.

re II A and B. More uncertain is the identification of w?d in 
those cases in which it is mentioned among the precious stones 
such as hnm.t, ir.tjw (amethyst?) and mfk?.t (turquoise), because 
in these cases we cannot be certain that it was not used for other 
green stones or minerals which the Egyptians would identify 
with malachite owing to their green colour.1

1 Compare Campbell-Thomson’s remarks (On the Chemistry of the Ancient 
Assyrians, London 1925 p. 94) about the use of the corresponding Assyrian word 
musgarru, which as a ‘stone’ is used for malachite, serpentine, green jasper, (and 
‘emerald’), of which he considers the latter as a “merchants’ garbling” of mus
garru. Jensen (quoted by Campbell-Thompson p. 95) derives the word malachite 
from meluhha, Arabia or Sinai.

However, in those cases in which it occurs in the lists together 
with msdm.t (galena), the main ingredient in the black eye-paint, 
and in those cases in which it is mentioned together with other 
pigments or raw materials for pigments such as knj.t (orpiment) 
st j (ochre) or db‘ (charcoal), we can be absolutely certain that 
malachite was meant. Even the cases in which it occurs as material 
for objects do not speak against this identification, as malachite 
was actually used for the making of beads, amulets, and similar 
ornaments (Lucas op. cit. 457), although rarely, owing to its 
being cheap and common.
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re F. 1. As already mentioned, Breasted’s suggestion that

IM o
Ci I I should mean powder

is improbable because we are told that the stuff must be ground 
before being used. That w?d is malachite seems probable.

should be read

and that the compound
o

I
i www J i i occurs

several times in the rubrics of the Book of the Dead (chap. 
100/129. Lepsius, Todtb. LII (129). chap. 133 Nu. Budge, B. of

1). 175) and is also found in Edfou (chassinat, VI 203.3 Ö ,—|

I shall try to show in a separate article that 
O
I I I /WWW Î

is the well known material 16$ okcdàT]^ (Dioscurides V 92) or 
‘aerugo vermicularis’ (Pliny 34.28 ‘scolecia’) ‘wormlike ver

digris’, much used in the ancient materia medica.
o

I I

is related to the word (Ebers. 51.5) found several

times in the same prescription and its variant (Ebers 25.6) 
with the characteristic determinative meaning ‘worms’

3. i i a -A* < where the reading of is doubtful 

although the meaning “boat” is clear, has been taken to mean 
copper rust, verdigris or carbonate of copper from boats,
K. B. Hoeman, Über Msdm.t, quoted by Loret and Florence.

4. ö^i i i Ln Hi i i where the reading of p H j ( , is doubtful 

but the meaning clear, is as the name states ordinary “green of 
copper” "uert de gris", as has already been established by 
Loret and Florence op. cit. p. 161.

Dan. Hist. Filol.Medd. 34, no.4. 2
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AAAAAA )>/

5. Owing to the ordinary meaning of Q ! j , (Wtb. II 
Ÿ O AAAAAA (3 X

347-48) (j j ( ! Q ) j i I' probably means quite simply 
“four lumps of malachite’’.

Before concluding, one apparent exception from the ride of 
the identity of w?d and malachite must be mentioned.

It is a well-established fact that one of the main uses of mala
chite in Ancient Egypt was its employment as raw material for 
the common green glaze and the artificial green frit, (Lucas 
op. cit 19). As this green frit corresponds to the blue frit which 
was called hsbd.t because its main ingredient was lapis lazuli 
(hsbd) it would be natural if the green frit was also called after 
its main ingredient in which case its name should be *w?d.t after 
w?d “malachite”.

This is not the case, however, as the well-known name of 
the green frit is mfk/.tj, called after mfk?.t “turqouise”. The 
explanation is quite simple, however, since it is clear that what 
the Egyptians wanted to imitate with their green glaze, was most 
certainly not the common and easily accessible malachite, but 
the much rarer and much more valuable turquoise. It was there
fore quite natural that the glaze should be called after the precious 
stone which it imitated and not after the cheap raw material, a 
problem which did not arise with hsbd, where the raw material 
and the stone to be reproduced were identical.

This is also the reason why we are told in the Book of the
Dead (Chap. CLIX. Lepsius, Todtenbuch. Bl. 76) that the J sign

itself, when used as an amulet should be made of 
and not of malachite.

r \\~~i TA o I
O

i

It must also be mentioned that although malachite was very 
frequently and most commonly used as a source of metallic 
copper, being the richest in copper of all ores (Lucas op. cit. 
p. 243) this use is not in any way established by the use of J 

in the texts. This is probably due to the fact that we know nothing 
about Egyptian metallurgy from literary sources, and to the fact 
that in this use malachite was probably included in the ordinary 

O 
word for copper ore jj t ( (.
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As the result of the foregoing elucidations it would seem, 
therefore, that the practical employment of the material J as well 

as all evidence of the meaning of the word from the literary 
sources justifies the translation malachite or verdigris in all eases.1

wxpcc, Ochre.

Devalo has shown in an article published in Recueil (39, 
o Ç

1929, 20) that the two orthographic variants & o°o and 5 v o°o, 
do in fact represent one single word, the occasional substitution 

of £? for being due to a misinterpretation of the underlying 
hieratic draft, in which the sign in question (Møller, Palaeogra- 
phie I, II No. 90 and 437) could actually be transliterated either
way.

He has also shown that the correct 

out that the word stj is etymologically

reading is

connected

points

p-v, Nubia , and consequently translates "terre de
Nubie’’, tentatively suggesting this to be "la couleur blanche”.

The two writings interchange very frequently, also in the 
present material, in a way which fully corroborates Devaud’s 
statement, and shows that they cover one single substance.

We find such

■ ' 3 55 %
1 a/vwvx r\ /I

passagesparallel
sic

o 
o o

Kalenderin

schriften 45/21) and
ex?

“with Stj.” (I)VMISCHEN

(Lepsius, Rit. funéraire, 134 8/9), and the two spellings inter-

1 Lucas op. cit. 458 identifies malachite with the word shesmet for which 
see Gardiner, Chester Beatty p. 113, n. 9 and J. E. A. 5. 222 and Newberry,

GRiFFiTH-Studies p. 320. If Wtb. (I 422) is right in identifying J |W|, <□>: rx
with Gebel Zebara, SpapaySou ôpoç, this would also support the identification, 
since the original meaning of smaragdus, as we have seen was malachite, 
(musgarru).

2*
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change in the ordinary lists of pigments f. inst. Karnak

o o o
—o ww

corresponding to

O 0

.uxor -----
° 

sic? o z-s Oil -1 Wörterbuch
. /wv\/v\

reads stj in accordance

with Devaud and translates “Ein mineralischer Stoff aus Nubien’’.2 
In the discussion about the rendering of the sign it seems to 

have been overlooked, however, that the demotic form of the 
word gives the final proof of its reading by the spelling stj.3 
The hieroglyphic writing with zG7 should therefore be considered 
an erroneous, or at any rate an incorrect rendering of the hieratic 

sign, which in this case should always be rendered
The general nature of the material involved is determined by 

the fact already mentioned, that it is found in the lists enumerating 
the different raw materials for paints and pigments such as lapis 
lazuli, charcoal, and orpiment, and it is very often found in the 
texts as an ordinary material used in writing or painting.

A couple of examples illustrating the latter use have already 
been quoted above, and several others are found: Todtb. ed.

1 See the accompanying collection of lists of pigments p. 26-27.
2 The original reading was hn.tj Brugsch, Wörterbuch (III 1113) and Gar

diner, Pap. Koller p.41 note 14. Literary Texts of the New Kingdom I Leipzig 1911.
3 The Demotic Magical Papyrus ed. Griffith 29/28, Vs. 22/7, 23/4 (N.B. 

not 24/ as the index has it). Griffith translates “stj-stone”, but it is beyond 
any doubt the same word as here. 29/28 and 22/7 it is called stj n t? nhs, “stj from 
Nubia”, and it is used as an ingredient in an eye paint, just as we find our word 
stj used in Pap. Ebers (61.9, 62.2.) In the last instance it is called stj stone from 
Syria (/dr), and it is used being smeared on one foot, while the other is smeared 
with clay (P [j g).

4

ZA O 
zG Will which does not occur elsewhere

“pure stj” in a technical sence, considering the textual
can hardly be taken as 
variants, it must mean

ritually pure (Pap. Nu ed. Budge has
o O
will

AANNAA

AAWA

AAAAAA

“written with stj on a clean place”). The actual picture is found in the vignette 
Naville 1 CXLIV.
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“To recite over the boat of Re, drawn with stj 

(in a) clean place. Having placed the picture of the deceased in 
front of it, you shall paint mskt.t on his right, and m'nd.t 

on his left side”. Todtb. Lepsins
□

\\

@inl

shall

I
O O O

AAWA

M<WA
WVW\

draw this re

presentation on a clean brick with stj, gathered in a field on 
which no horse has trodden”.

white crown on his head and Atuni, Schu, Tefnut, etc. painted 
with stj on a new pot in this boat, together with the picture of 
the deceased” (who is not standing in, but beside the boat).1

1 In this case the actual picture is found on Plate CXLVII in vol. I of Na
ville’s edition. Other references for the use of stj as a writing- or painting material 
is Pap. Leyden (ed. Leemans) 347 12,9, and Ostracon Cairo 25247 (quoted by Gar- 
DINER). 0 aawaa

7 Q ° if)
2 Here as well as in Pap. Koller 4.3, g ||| seems to be measured in A

V AAVWVS
° T D\\ 111 A xx 380, and Koller

It is also significant for the general meaning of the word that
r~w~i O

it is continually mentioned together with A/wwx i i i , which 

undoubtedly is also some sort of clay. This is very often the 
case in the medical texts, but also e. g. in Harris I, where the 
two words occur twice only, and in both cases together (65.a.3, 
74.2).2

An ostracon from Leningrad (Eremitage 2973 publ. Cerny, 
Archin Orientalin III, 1931. 395) to which Cerny has drawn my

Harris has
article p. 24.

HI see Devau’ds
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attention, is significant for the meaning of the word. The heading

runs
A/\AAAA o

I where slj is the

terminological expression for the ‘soft’ clays and drw is the 
‘hard’ pigments such as malachite and lapis lazuli.

It is significant that the values of the stj.w is not mentioned 
in the inscription, as is the case with the malachite and the

that the ochres had become (reduced to) dust altogether”. Then- 
value could therefore not be given, but the consistency of the 
material is made clear.

Berlin 11.3-4 dr

£

Hearst 5.8 dr

56.4,

-<2>-

The word is used fairly frequently in the medical texts, where 
its aim generally speaking seems to be to cool and to reduce 
swellings :

MWA

. 61.9, 62.2 in eve ointments, lb. 63.1 dr aaaaaa

I < \ I I I

for a man whose forehead is ill, ib. 32.20 dr q

I eö _ Eb- 8°-5’ 84-4 I n'

o x (with mns.t) ib. 31.12 27.20

= _^dwb-48-15-

etc. ib. 9.2 Q

Ebers 8.3.7. /T\ aaaaaa 

MT (suppositorium) P^ J Jj

PzdJl5Ez®|ÎÀ>ïi- Eb. 45.22 ‘to cool’. Ebers 52.12

(ö Ö

I I I
S P O AAAAAA

Berlin 3.10

/WWW
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ib. 62.12.16. dr.

(mns.t).

Hearst

6.12, 7.3.8. Ebers 78.5.11, 12, 13

II] (mnst). Ebers 78.19,

Ci 
AWM
MWV
MWA

MWV
MWV.
AA/WXA

43.12 dr sne. Ebers 44.14, 45.8.11 dr

aaaaaa

4 1 " 1 P , I »• aa/w\a . 1 O . 1 O . (II A/WW\

Ebers 62.8 dr

p<?
A/WW\

Q'“=a. Ebers 50.3, 7, 10. dr
] rwn
. o I I I ib- 14-19- Ebkrs

O_ (together with mns.t) ib. 62.12
n /Ny

18 ’I I H t i AAAAAA

p^

Hearst 12.4 (mnst). Hearst.12.1 Ebers 79.1
P £ ö r~•***—■ O

o

Hearst 2.7. Ebers 44.11, 45.18,21, 45.12,

Berlin 10.3 to treat the heart. xx'^’. Hearst IV.5 to let the

heart Ebersaccept bread. Ebers 51.8

Ebers 89.2, 4, 5, 7, 11, for

the teeth. , , r Ebers

the vulva. Hearst 4.8

94.2 to replace the uterus, ib. 95.22 for

0
Ebers 41.18 for the Berlin Vs. 11,11 z-

Ø
ZØ

with mnst)Ebers 27.5 dr

ra

23.16. Ebers 72.5 dr.

I I •
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79.12, 15, 18 \ ’

c=îù

Hearst 2.13. srwh gs hb.tj Ebers 67.10

Ebers 56.5
o O

I <£f \\ I I 1 ?(with mnst) against

It will be seen that generally speaking the therapeutic use of 
the substance is not very conclusive in itself, owing to the wide 
and loose application of the drug, but a comparison between 
the use of stj and the other pigments in the medical texts will 
show that they are to a great extent used for the same ailments 
and very often together, in the same prescriptions. This tends 
to show that these closely related materials were also from a 
therapeutic point of view regarded as belonging to a defined 
group with identical medical qualities.

Only one characteristic application of stj should be mentioned 
from Ebers 67.10, where it is used for the liver, because this 
use is attested for Sinopic earth in Dioscurides materia medica 
(V, 111 in Berendes’ edition).

Considering that we are dealing with a pigment, the funda
mental background for establishing the nature of its raw material 
must necessarily be to ascertain its colour.

As far as I am aware, we have no direct evidence about this, 
and some scholars have considered it to be red1 and others 
yellow2, or white.

1 Gardiner op. cit. 41 note 14. Devaud in his above-mentioned article enumer
ates the various translations.

2 Daressy, Ostraca, Cat, Gen. I No. 25247 p. 64.
3 See f. inst. Pap. Anhai ed. Budge pl. 6 and also ib. pl. 8, where the gods 

in the boat are partly yellow.

From the passages quoted from the Book of the Dead we get 
indirect evidence, however, in those cases in which the vignettes 
are preserved.

I have not had any opportunity to examine the vignettes from 
the two papyri quoted above, but similar representations from 
other coloured drawings in other copies of the Book of the Dead 
show that the boat of Re, which we are told should be painted 
with stj, is yellow, and so are in several cases the figures painted 
in the boat.3

This is in itself sufficient to establish that stj must be considered 
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a yellow substance, which limits the possibilities as to the nature 
of its rawmaterial considerably.

Lucas has shown that only two natural yellow pigments were 
used by the Egyptians, one being yellow ochre and the other 
orpiment (Materials II 399), of which the former is a natural 
oxide of iron (ib. 396) mixed with clay and the latter a natural 
sulphide of arsenic (ib. 399).

Both these materials have been chemically established as 
ingredients in Egyptian paints, and we have seen that stj is un
doubtedly a clay or argil. Considering that, in certain cases at 
any rate, its yellow colour can be established, the natural conse
quence is to identify it with yellow ochre, an identification which 
was proposed already long ago by Daressy,1 but has never 
gained the general acceptance it deserves. As for the therapeutic 
use of the material, we have already seen that Dioscurides re
commends Sinopic clay2 for the liver (cf. Ebers 67.10 No. 36 
in the list above), but his general information about the medical 
use of the ochres is too vague to be of any real help: “Er (the 
ochre) hat adstringierende, Eaulniss machende Kraft, vertheilt 
Entzündungen und Geschwülste” (V 108, in Berendes’ ed.).

Pliny is more explicit and there is undoubtedly a marked 
concordance between his information about the medical use of 
ochres3 and the corresponding use of stj.

Besides its ordinary astringent and mollifying qualities—for 
which compare the examples quoted under the neading 1 and 2 
in the above list—he mentions some very characteristic uses: 
“contra hulcera in humere sita, veluti, oris sedis,” which has a 
direct parallel in Ebers 27,9 (No. 1 whd.w in r?). He mentions 
its use as a clyster, for which compare Ebers 27,20 31,12 (No.4), 
and its use against different ailments of the eyes (No. 7, 8, 9, 10 
above), and he recommends it against snake bites, and as an

8 o

III is found on an ostracon (no. 25247) together 
with such pigments as e. g. lapis-lazuli, and translated by “ochre jaune”. Gar
diner has also recognised it as some sort of clay in his edition of Pap. Koller men
tioned above. In Pap. Brit. Mus. Hird Ser. II. 18 n. 5 he has “ochre(?)”, while 
Edgerton-Wilson, Hist. Records 102. 15 a has ‘red pigment(?)”.

2 Irrespective of their colour, we can consider the different ochres as a unity 
seen from a medical point of view, and the Sinopic clay and rubrica of Pliny 
and Dioscurides are undoubtedly red ochres (Lucas Materials3 p. 398). Also 
Pliny gives the medical qualities of the different ochres under one heading (35.16 
in Littré’s edition): “omnis autem rubrica siccat,” etc.

3 35.13 and 14 in Littré’s edition. 
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antidote (cf. No. 33 above and also No. 21, as bites by human 
beings were considered poisonous in Antiquity).

It will be admitted that this concordance in the therapeutic 
use of the two materials is too close to be accidental, and the 
translation‘ochre’is therefore definitely supported by the evidence 
of the medical texts.

Finally it is also supported from what we know about the 
provenance of ochres in Ancient Egypt, about which Lucas 
states that they are found principally near Aswan, and in the 
oases of the western desert (Materials,3 p. 269) as we have seen 
that the Nubian origin of Egyptian ochre is expressed in its very 
name, which is related to the word for Nubia, and the addition 
of n t? nhs “from Nubia’’, added to the word stj in the Demotic 
text quoted above.

It would therefore seem that all evidence supports Daressy’s 
proposal, and that stj should always in correct renderings be 
translated as ‘ochre’.

With regards to the colour it must be remembered, however, 
that oSypa covers a fairly wide range of colour nuances from 
yellow and brown towards red.1 The same was probably the 
case with stj, which seems to denote a consistency rather than a 
defined colour. It is therefore undoubtedly used not only about 
the bright, canary coloured variety of the material but also about 
the dull-brown shade very frequently found in the actual paintings 
(Lucas, Materials1, 144).

Lists of pigments and painting materials.

I. Karnak (Wolf, Das schöne Test v. Opet. (v. Sieglin Expedition, 
Leipzig 1931 Bd. V).

I
1 Pauly-Wissowa (1937) XVII 2, p. 1772, mentions œypcc as: “Die gelben 

bis bräunlichen Eisenoxydverbindungen” used as pigments by the Ancients.
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II. I .uxor (ed. Gayet, Le Temple de Luxor (Mémoires p. p. les
memb. de la Mission archlg. 1895 Vol. XV).

(l)yn. 30).IV. Kairo 45936 Daressy. A.S..4. 16 <1916> p. 221
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o -
AMAM CIO O - > UÎÀtoç, Red ochre.

The word occurs in contexts which clearly demonstrates 
that it is used as a material for painting and writing: Mariette,

Abydos I 52. AAAAZVX

nvi
AAAAAA O O O 0 “fixed in writing next to “Re' in the horizon,
lined with mns.” Similarly in a partly destroyed passage from 

Dendera (Mariette IV. 35) | œ 0 JL
sic?—H_ ~ = [

I /-----o /------ /WWXA 0 o o • • • “carved upon it with stj (?) (or)
with mns” and in a passage from Edfu, which I have been un
able to verify from the reference given by Brugsch (Wtb. Suppl.

M °
VI. 610) I O’V /-------- ,VAW. I \\ I 0 •

The same material is found in another passage at Dendera
r^v-i

(Mariette 1 71 I. 11) as a product of the oasis wzyv. ooo //

q S I o cf
Wörterbuch (II 89) translates “ein mineralischer Stoff’’ “auch 

als (gelber) Farbstoff”, but it will be seen that the examples 
quoted above, which also include the references of the Wörter
buch, do not give any definite clue to the actual colour of the 
material, and no justification for the translation “yellow”.1

1 Provided that drf refers to Re m th. t—which cannot be established with 
certainty owing to the condition of the text—the first example might be stretched 
to intimate a red colour, as the sun, that is the actual sun-disk, is generally red 
in Egyptian paintings. It is also yellow sometimes, though.

The word is also fairly common in the medical texts as an 
adstringent and drying agent, but as is often the case with the 
different substances of the materia medica, their use is too wide
spread and unspecific to be of any great help in their identification.

Ebers 27.5 dr

m ir.tj.
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. ib. 69.8

14.3

13.2

91.2
□

AAAAAA

87.16 dr

o

. Hearst XI.9MWA

o O -

AAX/V'A iSù O

Hearst 12.11, 17, Qv , H EARS'!' 13.5,

AWM

-----Ebers 27.7.
MWA

2
WvW\

6A

□ • ib- 62.8 dr

O
AAA/XAA London 10.13, probably against the/WWV\ 1 ». < »

64.16, 19. 65.7 dr

X .) MWA

! pß
AA/WVX

o, corresponding tounidentified disease

/I o A
ib. 57.14 dr /wvvw o m irtj. ib. 63.1 dr

J
/WWsA

Q e23 London

O s

__ /WvW\

ll

in dbc.w. Ebers

&. Ebers

O
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Ebers 64.2, where
lUXUAUUj I i — sic

— I AWM
AAAAAA O — A/VW'A

O
AAAAAA
AWWX
AAAAAA is used to

prevent a hair from growing into the eye.

(2)
O

/WWW O I I Hearst 16.6 used together with other

ingredients in a prescription against ‘bites of pigs’, and cor

responding to /WWW I \\ I from Edfou quoted without

further reference in Brugsch’s Wörterbuch II 665.

A comparison will show, however, that mns generally speaking 
is used in exactly the same cases as other clays, especially stj, 
which is yellow ochre.

In papyrus London 3.6 it is used in a prescription over which

an incantation against the obscure ailment should

be recited, while the following incantation of the text which is 

used against the same illness should be recited over

w n and ib. 10,11-13 we find that a spell against

is to be recited over mns.t while the proceeding spell

against the same ilness should be recited over ( s
<°

It will be seen that this continual connection between mns.t 
and other materials of an earthy or clayish nature makes if 
pretty obvious that it belongs to the same category of materials 
itself.

Most significant, as already mentioned, is its almost constant 
connection with yellow ochre (stj), together with which it is 
found in a great many prescriptions, and also in Papyrus Harris I, 
where it occurs only twice, (63 a.3. 74.2) and in both cases 
together with stj.

Brugsch explains the word in his Wörterbuch (II 665) as 
“eine Art von Erde, deren man sich als Farbstoff beim Mahlen 
und Schreiben bediente.’’
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He establishes a connection between mns.t and Coptic Atepuj, 
Atpuj, Atopuj, and niipuj, which he translates minium, a trans
lation which Wreszinski has adopted and uses f. inst. in his 
edition of the papyrus from London (e. g. No. 28 “Mennige”), 
an identification which is not possible, however, as minium was 
probably never used as an ingredient in Egyptian paint until 
Roman times.1

The etymological relations between mns.t and the Coptic 
words .uepuj and nHpuj is not quite so easily established, 
however, as would appear from Brugsch’s and Wreszinski’s 
identifications.

There can be no doubt that Coptic lmpuj is identical with the 
word prs found in the Demotic magical papyrus, and by Grif
fith translated hv “minium”, “red lead” in the Index (No. 310), 
but giÀTOS in the actual text (V,4. p. 44). The word is used 
about lamps which must not contain prs when used for magical 
purposes, a statement made quite clear by Griffith himself by 
his reference to the corresponding Greek expression opiÂTœTOÇ.

This evidence makes the meaning of prs quite clear and there 
can be no doubt that it means red ochre (hiätos), just as its 
Coptic equivalent iiHpiy (Crum, 269 b).

The etymological connection between prs and Coptic .ucpuj, 
Atpouj, which means to be red or yellow (Crum, 183 b), and their 
mutual relation to inns is uncertain and obscure, however.

That Atpouj actually seems to have some connection with 
nupuj, at any rate as far as their meaning is concerned, is made 
probable by the fact that we lind Atpouj rendered as

in parallel texts (Crum loc. cit.').
But Öerny points out that it does not seem possible to derive 

nHpuj from mns, because the change of m into p would be un
parallelled, and it is also difficult to establish a direct connection 
between mns and Mpouj, because Lacau has shown (Recueil 
Champollion 721) that Coptic r can only originate in Old-Egyptian 
n when immediately followed by m in an unaccentuated syllable.

But on the other hand he points out that if we concede that 
Atpouj is actually derived from mns, then we shall have to consider 
it a rule that this change could also take place before UJ in an

1 Lucas, Materials p. 414, “the use of minium (red lead) in Egypt is very 
unlikely before Roman times.” 
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accented syllable. If we apply this rule to prs, this word might 
be derived from a *pns, and in an ostracon from Strassbourg 
(H 41) copied and supplied by Cerny we do actually find a

□ O
word r~w~i i i i ln one °f the usual lists of pigments, but to 

obscure and confuse the picture even more, at the place where 

we should expect , ....1 WWV\ I \\ I III
It will be seen that in spite of the linguistic difficulties which 

cannot be solved at present there is quite a lot of circumstantial 
evidence which would make an etymological connection between 
these words probable.

However, as long as we cannot establish its nature properly, 
we shall have to consider the three words separately, and in the 
present case coniine our study to the textual evidence concerning 
the use of mns.

We have already seen that the positive information obtain
able from the meagre material is that the substance in question 
is of a clayish nature, that it is used as a pigment as well as for 
therapeutic purposes, and that it occurs in very (dose connection 
with yellow ochre. As far as I can see, only one natural deduction 
can be drawn from these facts, viz. that we are dealing with red 
ochre.

We shall therefore see how our general information about 
this substance corresponds to the use of the word mns in the texts.

Lucas tells us that red ochre is a naturally occurring red oxide 
of iron (Materials 3rd ed. 104), and that it was the only red pig
ment used in Ancient Egypt until very late.

Already from predynastic times several red pigments have 
been chemically established to be red ochre,1 which was used 
for painting tombs and by scribes in writing, and the actual 
substance of which has been frequently found in graves and on 
palettes (Lucas op. cit. 398-99).

It occurs plentifully in Egypt, mainly at Aswan and in the 
Western oases, a provenience which corresponds very well to 
what the Dendera text quoted above tells us about mns.

1 It must be stressed, however, that although the red ochre used was generally 
the material as found naturally, it could also be made by heating yellow ochre, 
and it is in most cases impossible to distinguish this artificial red from the natural 
substance (Lucas, op. cit. 398—99).
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which separates them in

in fact

“moist mns” in both cases, the more so as

/WW\A
AAA/VvN ’

Wreszinski translates them as 
urin”, apparently due to the 
Ebers.

It seems more simple, and

adstringie- 
etc.), and if mns could actually he regarded as 

it would also explain its constant connection with 
its connection with other clavish

Dioscurides tells us that the Egyptian red ochre was considered 
among the best (V 112 in Berendes’ ed.) and Pliny (35.13-15) 
as well as Vitruvius (VII 7.2.) mentions the red ochres of Egypt, 
Pliny under the name of the Egyptian clays sinopis and rubrica.1

We have already seen that the therapeutic use of mns is not 
very conclusive in itself, but it corresponds in a general way to 
Dioscurides’ information about |diÀTO$ (V112 in Berendes’ 
translation) “Er har austrocknende, hautbildende, 
rende Kraft,” 
red ochre, 
stj (yellow ochre), as well as 
substances.

compounds /wv^o o~

two separate words “mennige und 
stroke

more natural, to translate

p °I I I I TWsAAA

‘fly’s dung’ is the only other ingredient mentioned in the first 
prescription, and mns is used alone in the second one, and 
said to be put directly on the eyelid, so that a moistening of 
the material before its application, would be not only natural 
but almost necessary to make it stick.

The ailments against which it is used in these two cases, do 
not permit us to draw any conclusions about the nature of mns 
itself, but the application of red ochre upon an epilated eye-lid 
would be very natural, owing to the astringent and slightly caustic 
qualities of it.2

f‘“‘uuul ! \V 1 Y

 is translated by Brugsch as “grüne Farberde”,

and by Wreszinski as “frische Mennige”, but to understand its 
real meaning we shall probably have to consider Dioscurides’ 
information that, before being used, the ochres were generally 
“burnt and washed as Kadmia” (V. 108 in Berendes’ ed.).

This means that they were burnt to make their powder finer,

1 For the identification of sinopis and rubrica with red ochre see Lucas p. 398.
2 For the caustic properties of ochre see Celsus, de medicina V 8. 

Dan. Hist. Filol.Medd. 34, no.4. 3
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and washed in vinegar in an elaborate process, which he describes 
in the chapter about Kadmia (V. 84), to clean them.

Mns.t w?d.t would therefore probably mean the natural ochre 
used directly as it was found, in contrast to the relined product.

Considering the facts thus established, that inns was used 
(1) as a pigment and a writing material, (2) that it must be of 
a clayish nature, (3) that it comes from the western oases, (4) that 
it is used together with other clays in medicine, (5) that it is 
especially connected with yellow ochre, (6) that red ochre was 
a common and well-known substance all over Ancient Egypt, 
(7) that we do not know the Egyptian name of this material, it 
will be admitted that this evidence very strongly supports the

identification of
O

A/WW\ I \\ I I I I and nîÂTOç, and that red ochre

therefore is the only natural translation of
O

i
A/W\AA I \\ I I I I '

It must be admitted, however, that the Coptic name of this 
substance was niiptij and that the connection between the words 

 o
mcpiy and /wwvs r-^ , , , remains obscure.

O
! j påpSeviKov, auripigmentum, orpiment.

fhe word which the Wörterbuch (V. 52) translates “Ein 
mineralischer Stoff von gelber Farbe” occurs to the best of my 
knowledge for the first time in one of the lists from the Kahun

? A
papyri (Griffith pl. XX No. 38) as

J/Ha an<l untranslated by Griffith (p. 51).

o Ö measured in

1 Attention must be drawn to a curious coincidence, which seems to support 
the identification of mnä.t and piÂTOÇ. It is a well established fact that a special 
type of boats or vessels were in Greek called piÂTEïov, with a name derived from 
the material, beeause these vessels were mainly used for its storing and transpor
tation (Liddel and Scott 1932, 1134 a). In Egyptian we find in exactly the same

way a type of boats called a name which is undoubtedly closely

related to the word for ochre, 0°o. Probably these boats were also origin
ally intended for the transport of the ochre and retained their name also when 
used for other purposes.
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AAAAAA

O

together with ?wt-jb on an ostracon from The-

it is found but once in

obscure ailment, Berlin VI 1,5,remedy against anof a

o
o o ’

o 
O O o

AAAAAA

o
I I I

“Schu is under her (Nut’s) body, painted with 
In the medical texts

directly explained as knj : tQ>
that is (some sort of) knj.”

That it represents some sort of paint or pigment is evident
O

mil

o
i i i

ll

A
I* AMMA 

similar 
sic

a
£2 \ O

It also occurs
bes,3 and the close relationship between these two materials is 
proved by the lists published by Daressy,4 where ?wt. jb is

" “?wt-jb,O O AAAAAA 1 loo /1 J ’

o 
----D £2

O üsic
III’ AAAAAA l A\ I III’

It reappears about the eighteenth dynasty in the offering lists
zd

together with paints and ointments as /wwvv

and it occurs on several ostraca together with 

materials as a raw material Ostr. Gardiner 183,11 3-4 (C)2
X

? i A @ o i

counted in T] o •

knj”.5
the description

O =

AAAAAA I

I]

AAAAAA J

together with

0

<S>- ®
I <=><2 J

Û ! ! “a coffin painted with varnish, whose ? is of 

malachite, and (decorated with ?) knj”.
On Ostr. Strassburg II 41 (C) it is found under the heading 

V

A

from such passages as ß /L p

1 The lists will be found at the end of the article about stj.
2 I am indebted to Prof. Cerny for the references marked C.
3 Gardiner, Theban Ostraca, University of Toronto Studies pp. 16 1 16 m. 

The publication has not been available to me; I have the reference from Cerny.
4 Cairo 35936, A.S.A. 16 (1916) p. 221. See stj. Daressy translates ‘beurre’.
5 Bergman, Hieroglyphische Inschriften, Wien 1878, pl. 78. 45—46, from 

Brugsch’s Wörterbuch VII 1254, where the reference is misprinted, though.
3*
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zum Behandeln des jb eines Leidenden’ (dm.t) together with

>s

u[p: œr
Û_  1 o — ’ AWAA /N

such doubtful or unide ntified materials
sic

Aühu Cù - W\MA (5 z---- AAAAAA AAA/W\ a

MWV\ rw~i O - ’ Zl __ a o O III û m i

in a fumigation
s æ Oi w

 (g I

Its yellow colour is established beyond any doubt from its 
occurrence in the Book of the Dead, Chap. 149 (text Nu, ed. 
Naville) where some of the celestial or subterranean “dwellings” 
with which this chapter is concerned are said to be “green” 
(J), while the rest (Ns. 10, 14, and 19) are said to have the colour 

which on the actual paintings preserved in several 

copies of the text is shown to be bright yellow.1

1 See Brugsch, Wörterbuch VII 1254, Naville, Todtenbuch p. 179: “Mehrere 
Papyri geben ihre (der Wohnungen) Farbe an”, “hellgelb”.

2 Brugsch loc. cit. translates “gelb sein”, “gelbe Farbe”.
3 Lucas, Materials 3rd ed. p. 399.

It will be seen that the sole consideration of this in itself rather 
meagre and inconclusive material does not, in fact, permit any 
other conclusions than those already drawn by Brugsch2 and 
Wörterbuch, that we are dealing with a material of yellow colour, 
used as a pigment, and occasionally found in the materia medica.

If, however, we consider the actual substances involved in 
the ordinary yellow pigments of the Egyptians, we get quite a 
different picture, and are able with the greatest probability to 
ascertain the true nature of our raw material much more accura
tely.

Lucas has established that only two different yellow pigments 
were used by the Ancient Egyptians during the whole course of 
their history, one being yellow ochre, and the other orpiment, 
a natural sulphide of arsenic.3 Considering the fact that the 
Egyptian name for yellow ochre was stj, a simple process of 

z o ° 
elimination necessarily connects the word A/vvwv d S ,o i i I wlth 
orpiment.
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This material,—the mineral of which, as used by the Egyp
tians, was not poisonous (Lucas, p. 400), has been established 
by chemical analysis as a yellow pigment on various objects, 
and mural paintings, and the actual raw material was found in 
a linen bag in the tomb of Tut-ankh-Amun.1

We are also told (ib.) that its use in Egypt cannot be traced 
back earlier than the eighteenth dynasty, which tallies very well 
with its occurrence in the texts.

It does not seem to have been found naturally in Egypt, 
which is so far astonishing, as it is generally found together with 
gold and silver ores,2 and it is worth mentioning that the periplus 
directly states that it was an Egyptian export article, so that it 
seems to have been procured locally in antiquity.3

We shall see that its connection with ?wt-jb,4 becomes a 
support for its connection with orpiment as the former with some 
probability can be identified with sandarac, the other arsenic 
compound of antiquity.

As seen from an etymological point of view there is hardly 
z y °

anv doubt that the word U U  . . . as such must be connec- • I I O I I I

ted with the well known word O > kmhc : Ren\ “to be fat’’.5 MAW\
But whether this word in itself originally had an affinity 

with a yellowish colour, which was responsible for its being used 
as the name of orpiment, or whether its well-established use for 
“yellow’’ was a secondary development dependent on the colour 
of this material, is impossible to decide.6

1 Lucas op. cit. p. 400.
2 Theophrastus, de lap. LXXI.
3 I owe this reference to Dr. Ebbell, who several years ago, when he heard 

that 1 was collecting materials on Egyptian pigments, was kind enough to send 
me some slips with notes and references, all of which in all essentials corroborated 
my own materials.

The references for which I am indebted to Dr. Ebb el, have been acknow
ledged where they occur.

4 Compare the separate article on fwt-jb.
5 Cf. Devaud’s remarks on knj, Rîîne and Kimoy = tticov, Hee. 39, 158.
6 A curious parallel for the connection between the word for orpiment and 

a word for fat, is found in Chassinat’s commentary on the Coptic medical text 
from Meshaikh (Mémoires 32 (1931) p. 162—63, LV. 109). The usual word for 
orpiment in this text is the Greek word ^pcHniKOn : *.pcyniron, but in the 
passage quoted above, it has been replaced by the word ppvojuu which Chassinat 
identifies with Arabic -.it.- “graisse”, “être gras”, and explains as a “Geheim
name” for sulphide of arsenic, which is orpiment.
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And the fact that the word in itself did suggest the meaning 
of fat as well as of yellow, makes it impossible to exclude the 
possibility that it is not in certain cases used for other substances 
with the corresponding colour and consistency.

This may be the case f. inst. in Pap. Boulaq No. 3, 8. 8-9 d

“the knw, which issues from Re‘, and ? the honey which issues 
from his eye”, where the translation orpiment is not very satis
factory owing to the parallelisation with the word honey, and 
where Brugsch translates “butyrum”.

The possibility exists, however, that we should quite simply 
translate with parallellismus membrorum or ordinary apposition, 
“the yellow stuff which issues from Re‘ (i. e.) the honey, which 
issues from his eye’’, in which case the honey would quite simply 
and very appropriately be called “yellow’’.

The medical use of the substance of which only the very 
inconclusive example quoted above is found, does not help us 
in the identification in itself. But orpiment was a remedy well- 
known in the classical materia medica, where it is constantly 
mentioned together with sandarac by e. g. Pliny under the 
name of arsenicum (34. 56.1 in Littre’s ed.), by Dioscurides 
(V. 120. Berendes’ ed.), who states: “Es hat ätzende, adstrin
gierende und vernarbende Kraft’’, under the name of âpcrevixov, 
and by Celsus (de medicina \\ 5), where it is mentioned among 
the cleansing substances as ‘auripigmenluin.

In all these cases it is considered together with sandarac, 
and we are explicitly told that the two substances have the same 
therapeutic properties.2 This is important because we shall see 
that the therapeutic use of ?wt-jb supports its translation as 
“sandarac”, which again, although indirectly, supports the 
translation of knj as orpiment, owing to the close connection 
between the two materials.

1 Devaud’s references Bee. 39.23.3 seem to have been entirely misprinted. 
He gives Pap. Boulaq 3,8,19; 9,8—9, which should probably be read Pap. Boulaq 
3 page 8, 8—9, (Tom. I pl. 13 in Mariette’s edition), and 9.10 and 12 (Tom. I 
pl. 14).

2 Pliny 34.56.1: “et arsenicum ex eadem est materia” (as sandarac) and 
Celsus V. 5 (Loeb. ed. Spencer II.6): “Purgant:  auripigmentum, 
quod arsenicon a Graecis nominatur (huic autem et sandaracae in omnia eadem 
vis).
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Il must be admitted though, that most of the evidence for the 
identification of knj and orpiment, is circumstantial as seen from 
a philological point of view, but it weighs heavily when considered 
together with the negative proof that no other substance seems 
possible, as soon as the natural consistency of the actual pigments 
is taken into consideration.

e o
<Tt o i i i Oi i i i> oavôapécxT], sandarac.

Wörterbuch translates the word “Art Myrrhe o. ä.” (I. 5), 
more or less in accordance with Brugsch, who translates “nom. 
granorum quorundam’’ (Wtb. VI,516).

It occurs fairly rarely, for the first time about the eighteenth 
dynasty in the ordinary lists of offerings together with paints and 

pigments as A o°o, A Ç'O’ | °o, and A I , , , O i i i i -1

It is characteristic that whenever it occurs in the official lists 
or on ostraca2 it occurs invariably together with, and almost 
always next to, the word knj.t, which we have tried to show must 
mean orpiment.

In an inscription from Cairo (45936, publ. Daressy, A.S..4.

(1916) 221) it is directly explained as knj 

“?wt-jb that is knj’’,3 which seems to indicate that the two ma
terials were actually closely related, so that one—probably the 
rarer one—could be explained by the more common and better 
known one.

The word is found once in the medical texts (Ebers 54,18)

in a prescription against cough 

, and as the context is important for the identification 

of the drug, we shall quote the prescription in full:

1 See the list attached to the article about stj.
2 The lists and the ostraca on which the word is found have already been 

quoted in the article about knj, q. v.
3 Daressy translates knj by “beurre”, and ?wt-jb by “le sel”?
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é11 T k k

Following Ebbel’s translation the text runs: “(to dispel 
cough) another, orpiment?,1 bitumen?, “in,2 are to be ground 
together. You shall then lake 7 stones, you shall heat them in 
tire, you shall take one of them, you shall place (a little) of these 
remedies on it. You shall cover it with a new pot whose bottom 
has been perforated, you shall place a stalk of reed in this hole, 
you shall put your mouth to this stalk, so that you may inhale 
its smoke. Likewise with all stones. You shall then eat something 
fat afterwards, as (e. g.) fat meat or oil.”

When the scanty evidence obtained from these rare occur
rences of the word is considered by itself, it must be admitted 
that it hardly permits any definite conclusions as to the meaning 
or the nature of the word ?wt-jb.

1 In the vocabulary at the end of the volume he translates ?wt-jb by “Real
gar or orpiment” (p. 131).

2 The word which in other instances seems to be identical with 'm" may
mean “resin”, “Harz”. Until the material has been properly examined, this trans
lation is only a tentative suggestion, however. Ebbel’s translation of O
as “bitumen” seems very doubtful. z^aaa will
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We are left with the meagre information that its place in the 
lists makes it probable that it belongs to the pigments, that it has 
a close relationship to the word knj.t, which is orpiment, and 
that it is found in the medical texts in the description of a remedy 
against cough, where it is used as an inhalant. By a rare and 
unexpected stroke of luck, however, the therapeutic evidence 
seems for once important and conslusive.

It has already been pointed out elsewhere in the present study 
that owing to the widespread, and according to our conceptions, 
unsystematic use of the different drugs in Egyptian therapy, it 
is methodically dangerous to let their therapeutic use play too 
great a part in their identification.

This is naturally the more so when we have only one example 
of the connection between a certain drug and a specific disease, 
as in the present case.

Nevertheless, we shall see that for once the therapeutical 
evidence seems conclusive enough to permit an identification 
all by itself owing to the special information regarding the use 
and application of the substance.

We have seen in the article about knj.t, that another closely 
related compound of arsenic, the red sandarac (oavSapctyri) or 
realgar, had a widespread use in antiquity.1

If, however, we consider the therapeutic use of this substance 
as related in the materia medica of Dioscurides (V. 120. p. 531 
in Berendes’ ed.) we find a striking parallel to the passage from 
Papyrus Ebers, because we are explicitly told that sandarac is 
used “mit Harz als Räucherung gegen alten Husten, indem der 
Dampf durch ein Rohr in den Mund eingezogen wird.’’

It will be admitted that this in itself would be sufficient to 
establish a deciding proof of the connection between ?wt-jb and 
sandarac, but it is further supported by the already established

1 II must be realised that the word sandarac was used in antiquity to designate 
quite a variety of substances, all of which have been enumerated by Chassinat 
in his edition of the Coptic medical papyrus (p. 82). There is no doubt, however, 
that the original meaning of the word was to designate the substance which we 
should call the red sulphide of arsenic.

This is evident from Campbell-Thompson’s remarks {Chemistry p. 43) where 
he explains the origin of the word as a “merchant’s garbling” of Akkadian §indu— 
arqu, “yellow paint”, which originally was the name of orpiment. Owing to their 
close relationship—their main external distinctive was their colour—the two 
substances were never kept strictly apart, and the name of one was often used 
for the other. See the quotations from Pliny and Celsus under knj.t note 16. 
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connection with knj.t, which becomes natural on the background 
of the natural relationship between the two materials orpiment 
and sandarac.

That ?wt-jb should be explained directly as knj.t is also 
intelligible owing to the fact that the two materials were never 
kept strictly apart in antiquity, where the name used for the 
material in each case would depend on the colour nuance of 
the sample in question.1

As in ancient Egypt orpiment seems to have been the commoner 
of the two varieties, it is only natural that the rarer sandarac 
should be explained by its name.

It must be mentioned, however, that, as far as I know, we 
have no direct evidence for the use of sandarac as a pigment 
in Ancient Egypt.

Lucas does not mention it,2 and nobody else seems to have 
found it anywhere as an ingredient in the red paints of Egypt.

We have seen that the ordinary red pigment was red ochre, 
and Lucas quotes Berthaud for having found the red colour 
on certain Egyptian palettes to be minium, which is red lead. 
This substance, however, was probably never used in Egypt 
until a very late date—probably not before Roman times—(Lu
cas, op. cit.) and therefore it cannot have anything to do with 
the word ?wt-jb occurring in the texts as early as about the eigh
teenth dynasty, significantly enough about the same time as knj.t.

In spite of this deplorable lack of practical, chemical evidence, 
it will be seen, however, that we have conclusive material to 
corroborate Ebbel’s original proposal from the vocabulary of 
his translation of papyrus Ebers,3 and to assert that sandarac 
is the only natural translation of ?wt-jb, the literal translation of 
which would probably be “delight”, referring undoubtedly to 
the bright and cheerful colour of the material.

1 Compare Arabic zarnïh asfar = apoeviKOV, and zarnih ahmar cravSapccKT]. 
Boissac, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque p. 851, considers the word 
o-avSapctKT) as “un emprunt asiatique” and refers to Sanskrit candra—râga, “ayant 
l’éclat de la lune”. Compare, however, Campbell-Thompson’s etymology quoted 
above. Chassinat (op. cit. p. 83) quotes Berthelot (Hist. Il 129) for the fact 
that the word sandarac may occasionally be used for red as well as for yellow 
arsenic.

2 According to modern terminology he uses the word sandarac only to denote 
a resin obtained from Tetraclinis articulata, which was probably unknown to the 
Egyptians (Materials p. 371).

3 In the text he translates ‘orpiment?’

Indleveret til selskabet den 15. oktober 11154.
Færdig fra trykkeriet den 25. august 1955.
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